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Monroe Dress
This little baby is the ultimate head turner. 

It can be worn both as a dress as well as detached 
as a top to be worn with our matching mesh Jovi 
shorts, or your favourite denim. Wear this with a

bodysuit underneath, or a FAE bikini, either to the 
beach or dress it up with combat boots, some 

jewellery and you’re festival ready.
95% Polyester / 5% Spandex.











Mono Rib Top
The Mono ribbed crop can be worn a number

of different ways to suit any occasion. It can be worn
as a sexy little crop with the zip at the front with

out matching Togo Trousers in rib. It can be worn
with the zip at the back, paired your favourite denim
or a printed bottom. Because its made from recycled

Bristol rib, it can even be worn as swimwear with
our matching Koda or Zenith bottoms in rib.

Straight from the party and into the pool.
Wear it how you love it! 

Luxe Italian double fabric made with Econyl; 
100% regenerated nylon constructed from 

post-consumer materials. 











  

Koda Bottoms
The recycled Bristol ribbed fabric sits softly on the 
skin and can be worn both above the hips to get 

that 80s look and feel, or pulled down on the hips 
if preferred. The detailed eyelets and buckle are 
there to ensure all eyes are on you. These have 
medium coverage so you can feel comfortable 
wearing them for any occasion. Best paired up 
with our matching Kendrix top, but can also be 

worn with our Ziggy or Mono top in rib. 

Luxe Italian double fabric made with Econyl; 
100% regenerated nylon constructed from 

post-consumer materials.







Zenith Bottoms
Your favourite itty bitty tanning bikini bottoms 
are now available in textured ribbed fabric! 

These have been a customer favourite since FAE’s 
inception. Best paired with the Ziggy top, Mono top 

or Kendrix top. It’s 100 percent eco-friendly,
and made from post consumer materials, 

so not only are they comfortable for your booty, 
but also for your piece of mind.
j95% Polyester / 5% Spandex.











Ziggy Top
This sports luxe bikini top is as practical as 

it is elegant. Contructed from 100% recycled 
Bristol Rib fabric, it’s simplistic structure and fit 

is jazzed up with detailed panelling and front zip. 
The best part is that it doubles as a little clothing 
crop. Wear it with our high waisted ribbed Togo 
Trousers, or pair it up with our Zenith bottoms 

and mesh Jovi shorts for your next festival!

Luxe Italian double fabric made with Econyl; 
100% regenerated nylon constructed from 

post-consumer materials.











Kendrix Top
This bandeau oozes confidence and style. 

It’s shoulder straps can be adjusted to add extra 
support. Is ready to wear with your matching Koda 
bottoms or Zenith bottoms at the beach, or styled 
up with boots, some denim cut offs or our token 

Togo Trousers.

Luxe Italian double fabric made with Econyl; 
100% regenerated nylon constructed from 

post-consumer materials.











Jovi Shorts
These little babies are for those girls that 

are not afraid to show a little skin. Wear them 
over your favourite FAE bikini at the beach, or team 

them up with out Rumi top and some boots and 
you are party ready.

95% Polyester / 5% Spandex.







Rumi Top
This piece can be as casual or as dressy as 

you would like it to be. Throw it over your bikini 
to go and get a cocktail at the pool bar. Or dress it 

up with some heals, our Togo Trousers in mesh, 
or some leather for the perfect party outfit.

95% Polyester / 5% Spandex.











Togo Mesh
Trousers

These versatile pants are the ultimate
statement piece this summer! Wear them over
the top of your bikini, dress them up with our

Rumi top In mesh for a night out, or team them up
with your favourite vintage tee for a more casual

look. Wear them how you love them!
95% Polyester / 5% Spandex.







Togo Trousers
These “party pants” hug the body in all 

of the right places and are designed to make 
your booty pop. To be best dressed on ground 

at any event - pair them up with our Mono
top in rib, and a pair of healed boots.

Luxe Italian double fabric made with Econyl; 
100% regenerated nylon constructed from 

post-consumer materials.











  

Kendall Suit
Introducing the suit of the summer. 

The Kendall suit is made from a textured rib. 
It has detailed panelling and high cut sides to 
elongate the legs. Wear it as a swimsuit to the 
beach or tucked into our Togo trousers and 

some heals for a night out. 

Luxe Italian double fabric made with Econyl; 
100% regenerated nylon constructed from 

post-consumer materials.











Milly Top
The versatile little tie crop everyone needs 

in their wardrobe. The Milly top is made from 
a textured rib fabric and can be worn both as 

swimwear as well as a clothing crop. It features
thick shoulder straps and a front tie. Wear it with 

our Zenith bottoms poolside or style it with 
our Togo trousers.

Luxe Italian double fabric made with Econyl; 
100% regenerated nylon constructed from 

post-consumer materials.
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